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NEW QUESTION: 1
An issue has been found in a production system, where a code
component fails to release memory after it has
finished using it. Which of the following tools would have been
the MOST effective at detecting this defect
during Performance testing?
A. Test Execution tool.
B. Coverage measurement tool.
C. Configuration management tool.
D. Dynamic analysis tool.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which option is used to manage Multi-Domain Cisco UCS?
A. Cisco UCS B-Series
B. Cisco UCS Central
C. Cisco UCS Manager
D. Cisco UCS C-Series
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
A network consultant is designing an Internet Edge solution and
is providing the details around the flows supporting a local
Internet Proxy. How is on-premised web filtering supported?
A. A Cisco ASA redirects HTTP and HTTPS traffic to CWS with a
Web Security Connector.
B. A Cisco ASA connects to the Web Security Appliance via TLS
to monitor HTTP and HTTPS traffic.
C. A Cisco ASA redirects HTTP and HTTPS traffic to the WSA
using WCCP.
D. A Cisco ASA uses an IPS module to inspect HTTP and HTTPS
traffic.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
For a Brocade Fibre Channel switch, which commands can you use
to check the devices that have logged in to the switch? (Choose
two.)
A. portloginshow
B. targetshow
C. deviceloginshow
D. portshow
E. initiatorshow
F. deviceshow
Answer: A,D
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